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Sehr geehrte Kunden, liebe Weinfreunde,
Bruno Giacosa ist tot.
Mit ihm haben wir einen der ganz Großen verloren. Trotz seines betagten Alters und der Fortbewegung im
Rollstuhl traf er nach wie vor die Entscheidungen, was Barolo wird, was sogar Riserva oder eben nur
Nebbiolo. Bruna, seine Tochter, leitet schon viele Jahre das operative Geschäft des Weingutes. Ich habe
Bruna mehrfach getroffen und bin sicher, sie wird das Vermächtnis ihres Vaters pflegen und den Weg
seiner Visionen weitergehen und den Charakter seiner Weine bewahren. Und was für Weine!!
Das Piemont ist eine spannende Region. Fixiert auf nur eine Rebsorte, wie das Burgund, ist sie doch
gänzlich anders. Ebenfalls eine subtilere Sorte wie die Pinot Noir, erbringt die Nebbiolo traumhafte Weine
mit Aromen von Veilchen, Lakritze und Beeren.
Und seit die damals „jungen Wilden“ wie Elio Altare, Domenico Clerico oder Roberto Voerzio ins Burgund
fuhren, um sich das mal anzusehen und dann mit großen Eindrücken und Zielen zurückfuhren, hat sich
alles verändert und die piemonteser Weinwelt hat sich aufgeteilt.
Zum einen die Modernisten mit reiferem Lesegut, kürzerer Maischestandzeit und Ausbau im Barrique oder
piéce. Dann die Traditionalisten wie Giacomo Conterno und Bruno Giacosa, für die ein Barrique das falsche „Parfum ist und die ihre feinen Baroli und Barbaresci nur in großen Eichenfässern aus slowenischer
Eiche ausbauten. Und es gibt natürlich auch noch die Poderi Aldo Conterno, auf der man ein perfektes
Spagat hinbekommt. Reife Frucht und kürzere Maischestandzeit aber Ausbau auch nur in großen Eichenfässern.

So komplex die Weinwelt um Alba ist, so komplex sind auch die Weine.
Unten lesen Sie einen großartigen Artikel von Antonio Galloni zu Bruno Giacosa.
Wie können Sie das Andenken an einen großen Weinmacher wie Bruno Giacosa mehr ehren und achten,
als mit einem Glas seines großartigen Weines.

Jahr
2015
2011
2012
2016
2008

Wein
Nebbiolo Valmaggiore
Barbaresco "Albesani Santo Stefano" 6er HK
Barolo Falletto – 6er HK
Roero Arneis
Spumante Extra Brut

Weingut
Bruno Giacosa
Bruno Giacosa
Bruno Giacosa
Bruno Giacosa
Bruno Giacosa

Einh
0,75
0,75
0,75
0,75
0,75

Listenpreis
Vorzugspreis
EUR/Fl.
EUR/Fl.
brutto
brutto
33,00 €
27,90 €
109,00 €
89,95 €
149,00 €
115,90 €
18,90 €
15,90 €
27,00 €
19,90 €

Die Preise verstehen sich pro Flasche und inkl. Mehrwertsteuer. Das Angebot ist freibleibend. Zwischenverkauf vorbehalten.
Es gelten die üblichen Zahlungs- und Lieferbedingungen laut Homepage.

Riserva derzeit leider nicht verfügbar

BY ANTONIO GALLONI | JANUARY 24, 2018
With the passing of Bruno Giacosa the wine world loses a titan. Bruno Giacosa’s accomplishments
during a career that spanned eight decades are almost too many to list. Giacosa leaves behind a rich,
eternal legacy of brilliant wines and unforgettable memories for those lucky enough to have spent time
with the Maestro of Nebbiolo.

Bruno Giacosa was a pillar of the generation that saw Piedmont go from the stark poverty of the 1950s to
the economic prosperity of today. He was also an innovator in so many areas that are now considered
standard practice. Giacosa was the first producer in Piedmont to wholeheartedly embrace the philosophy
of single-vineyard, cru Barolo and Barbaresco, one of the first winemakers to have a state of the art cellar
with temperature control, an early adopter of French oak and among the first producers to send wines
into a lab for technical analysis. For these reasons, Bruno Giacosa has always been, in my eyes,
Piedmont’s first progressive, modern producer.

But ultimately it is about the wines. The 1961s and the 1964s are still sublime. The 1971s are all finesse,
while the 1978s are still shockingly young. I have always admired the precision of the 1982s and the exotic perfume of the 1989s. Giacosa's 1996s are just beginning to enter their sweet spots. The 2001s, 2004s,
2005s and 2007s will thrill those lucky enough to own them for years and decades to come. But Giacosa
also excelled in less storied vintages. His 1969s, from a long-forgotten, rainy harvest, aged beautifully,
while the 1986s, one of my personal favorite vintages (and a year Giacosa himself favored over the more
hyped 1985s) remain under the radar gems.

Bruno Giacosa was born in 1929 to a family of winemakers. Historical records show the Giacosas bottled
wines as far back as the late 1800s. By the time Giacosa started working in the family business at age 16,
the Giacosas had transitioned from the harder life of selling bottled wine to the trade of brokering grape
contracts between farmers and the large bottlers of the era, such as Borgogno, Pio Cesare, Serafino and
others. The Giacosas were mostly mediatori (brokers), although they also made and sold a little of bulk
wine as well. During these years, traveling around the Langhe with his father, Giacosa quickly learned
which vineyards produced the best grapes.

An assortment of Giacosa masterpieces. Note the
use of the word ‘cru’ in the 1964 and 1967.

Around 1960, Giacosa decided to strike out on his
own and bottle wines under his own label, just as
his grandfather had done previously. This did not
sit well with Giacosa’s father for a number of
reasons, including the inherent conflict of interest
for the family that existed in both brokering grapes
and keeping some of the fruit (presumably the
best) for themselves. Giacosa defied his father and
set up shop anyway. The rest, as they say, well the
rest starts with a majestic 1961 Barbaresco Riserva Speciale that remains thrilling to this day. That
wine was followed with numerous masterpieces
that made vineyards such as Collina Rionda, Falletto, Villero, Santo Stefano di Neive and Asili,
among others, famous the world over.

My father introduced me to the wines of Bruno Giacosa when I was in high school. At the time, my parents owned a food and wine shop. They sold a number of top wines, but my dad always had a gleam in
his eye when he brought a bottle of Giacosa Barolo or Barbaresco home for dinner. In those days and for
many years that followed, the Giacosa wines were known only to a handful of faithful Piedmont lovers. I
remember paying $55 a bottle for the 1989 Santo Stefano Riserva upon release. It was the most I had ever
spent on a bottle of wine. I was not disappointed, let's leave it at that.
Giacosa’s Falletto vineyard, Serralunga
d’Alba

Numerous visits with Giacosa and his
longtime winemaker Dante Scaglione
remain vividly etched in mind as some
of the greatest tastings of my life. Even
though being late is part of Italian culture, I was never late to a tasting with
Bruno Giacosa. I did not want to miss a
single minute spending time tasting
with him, which I regarded as a privilege. Tasting Giacosa's wines from barrel
and following their evolution from cask
to bottle was thrilling. The hours passed
by effortlessly. Even before he fell ill in
2006, Bruno Giacosa was a man of very few words. The suggestion of a smile occasionally appeared, but
only when a wine particularly pleased him. Pointed questions elicited short, succinct replies. “É buono”
(it’s good), he would say. Even so, Giacosa’s immense pride in his work was evident. Words were not
really necessary. These wines spoke volumes. The feeling in the room was more than enough to understand everything. I often walked out of that tasting room with goose bumps. The wines were every bit that
emotional. And the quality of the young wines was always easy to see from the very first taste.
I am often asked what makes Barolo and Barbaresco so special. It’s really very simple. There is a humanity in these wines that is hard to describe with words, but that is so evident when you encounter it. You
don’t taste these wines, you experience them. Barolo and Barbaresco can at times be difficult. In other
moments they are more sensual. The wines constantly change in the glass, offering tremendous aromatic
depth and myriad shades of dimension that unfold over hours. But above all else, Barolo and Barbaresco
are poignant, deeply expressive and human. No one made more human wines than Bruno Giacosa. For
that reason, I will miss him deeply.

Bruno Giacosa portrait courtesy of Clay McLachlan

